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In the contribution opinions of both the ’ definitions and delimitation 
of infrastructure appearing in geographical, sociological and economic li
teratúre are evaluated. A principle has been adopted that infrastructure 
comprises only the material-technical basis for socio-economic activities 
and not these activities as wholes and that it is imposslble to lay it out 
on a branch principle. Possibilities of geographical studying sociál infra- 
structures are outlined and tendences to form the so called geography 
of infrastructure as a self-standing scientific disciplině to be false are 
reasoned.

Since its flrst applying in literatúre from the sphere of military stratégy the 
term of infrastructure became extraordinarily frequent and spread to various 
scientific branches and spheres of sociál and economic life. Associate sign in 
both increasing frequency and spreading in applying spheres was the change 
of its origtnai meaning and thus also the rise of several transformations as to 
its new content. Consequently the situation became complicated from both ter- 
minological and semantic aspects.

Along the meaningful obscurtty and compiicacy in particular use it is, ho- 
wever, indisputable that the term of infrastructure is needed and the phenome- 
non that it is expresssed by it is unusually important for the iife of society and 
the run of economics. It is only to determine precisely the plače of infrastruc
ture within the concept-terminological systém and to deltmitate its significan- 
ce in the vtew of reality and in harmony with the needs of both scientific and 
application spheres. This task is topical also in geography, especially in its 
sociál and economic disciplines. In this connection it is significant to delimitate 
the concept of infrastructure, its division and also to establish principles of 
the geographical approach to the problems of infrastructure on the basis of an 
OverView of relevant literatúre.

• RNDr. Štefan Očovský, CSc., Geografický ústav CGV SAV, Jozefská 7, 811 06 Brati
slava, ČSSR.
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CONCEIVING INFRASTRUCTURE IN LITERATÚRE

The problems of infrastructure in geography are not recent, nevertheless both 
in the ČSSR and also abroad a relatively smáli attention has been paid to them. 
In addition, infrastructure represents a wide set of objects that are dosely 
connectéd with human activities and always háve a relation to geographical' 
phenomena. In up-to-date literatúre, whether of particular or theoretical df- 
rection, large diversity in infrastructure definitions, in its division and in this 
connection also in the ways of studying it manifests itself. From this lack of 
unity a necessity results before any research to deal with the problems of both 
working delimitation of infrastructure and elucidation of aspects of the study 
and interpretation.

The differences in conceiving the term of infrastructure are consequent to 
incessant widening its content as well as to the fact that several Sciences háve 
adopted it gradually. Therefore 'at present there are several approaches to the 
definition of infrastructure in dependence on respective scientific branch, in 
the framework of which it is formulated. In harmony with this fact also the 
problems kept under review by particular Sciences within infrastructure are 
formed. Along the interdisciplinary differences in conceiving infrastructure 
they manifest themselves also in literatúre of the individual countries, scienti
fic schools, or application spheres.

Nevertheless, not within one and the same scientific branch are opinions 
unified as to the meaning of the term of Infrastructure. Such a state is also in 
geography, where differences appear also in publications within the same coun
try. In addition, infrastructure as conceived is frequently not declared, on the 
contrary, it can be followed only indirectly, for instance, by means of the 
structure of studied objects by particular kinds. Such papers, it is true, contri- 
bute to fulfllllng recognizing aims in investigating infrastructure, but they are 
not a contribution from methodic aspect and mostly they are not directed at 
the entire scale of objects that infrastructure comprises.

Analysis of infrastructural problems, from the aspect of its conceptual deli
mitation, conslsts of two fundamentally different spheres of problems. First 
of them are infrastructure definitions, the second the way of delimitating ob
jects belonging to infrastructure. Althought it would be desirable to solve both 
these problém spheres commonly in their mutual bond, it is not the matter in 
some Works. Encyclopedic and dictionary entries are typical examples, since 
they give only infrastructure definitions.

In generál, the substance of definitions, or that of conceptual delimitation 
of infrastructure has already been formulated on a unified platform in litera
túre. For instance, in the work [2] infrastructure is delimitated as a set of 
exlsting establishments, bulldlngs, networks and systems that do not apply 
directly to manufacturing materiál goods, but they are necessary for manu- 
facturing process (manufacturing Infrastructure) as well as for assuring every- 
day life of population (sociál infrastructure). Some authors lay out also fur
ther kinds of infrastructure. In the work [7] infrastructure is divided into so- 
cial-manufacturing, social-service, manufacturing, institutional and psycho-so- 
cial. In other works also the so called speciál infrastructure is distinguished, 
in connection with the defence of ccmntry. Along dividing into manufacturing
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and sociál infrastructure also division into technological and sociál one is 
frequently ušed.

The sociál infrastructure represents a significant component of infrastructu
re. In harmony with the definition mentioned also in the work [22] sociál in
frastructure is delimitated more precisely as a set of materiál elements assu
ring generál conditions for human activities within the spheres of labour, of 
social-political and intellectual life and with which human activity in the family 
and in everyday life connects dosely. In that characteristic sociological aspect 
prevails in evaluating infrastructure. Non-traditional is the fact that conditions 
for working activities are assigned, where, however, the matter is sociál infra
structure and no manufacturing one.

From the economic viewpoint infrastructure is considered a systém of ma
teriál conditions for rational functioning of economy and for developing so
cialist way of life [9]. Infrastructure is mostly evaluated from the aspect of 
reproduction process, where sociál infrastructure is conceived as materiál basis 
for forming generál conditions for population reproduction, for satisfying so- 
cial-cultural needs and requirements as to everyday Services for people out of 
the production sphere.

In spite of some differences in formulations and in division of infrastructu
re the mentioned group of definitions has a common sign, námely conceiving 
infrastructure as the materiál basis of manufacturing and the whole sociál 
life. For instance, in the work [15] in the overview of definitions it is empha- 
sized that geographers assign only objects to the infrastructure, and no acti
vities. In contrast with this principle, however, some authors conceive infra
structure wrongly as a complex of branches of national economy, which along 
with basic funds include also people and their activities.

In such a wide conceiving, however, infrastructure would be identified with 
national-economic branches and would lose raison ďetre of the term. In the 
čase of sociál infrastructure it would be substantially the sphere of Services, 
non-productive sphere, or the tertiary sector. Several authors adopt such wrong 
attitudes to infrastructure and particularly to sociál infrastructure. Their works 
are totally, however, a contribution in recognizing some features of this pheno- 
menon [7, 11, 12, 14, 21]. Even attempts to formulate geography of infrastruc
ture as a self-standing scientific disciplině appeared, which is a grave metho- 
dological mistake [20, 21].

Just in view of the mentioned disproportion in matters of principle of the 
scientific approach to infrastructure problems the terminological and metho- 
dological discussions continue fully justified, námely especially in conditions 
of Czechoslovak geography.

It is to emphasize above all that, with regard to the delimitation of the con
cept of infrastructure, no geography of infrastructure or sociál infrastructure 
can be called into existence as a self-standing scientific branch. Geographical 
studying materiál objects proper only would not bring constructive results, 
because it must be necessarily connected with utilizing these objects, with 
accepting them in the framework of given economic branches, activities, or 
some spheres of problems of an interdisciplinary character. Thus infrastructure 
is studied by geography in the framework of its own existing disciplines. This 
fact, however, does not exclude rise of works aimed at infrastructural problems
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only by subject (for instance, topical maps], nevertheless, in generál, such 
works incline to either complex or branch researches.

Incorrectness in conceiving infrastructure as national-economic branches re
sults especially from the principle that infrastructure forms only the material- 
-technical basis of these branches. It is represented by particular objects, buil- 
dings, establishment belonging to the basic funds of particular branches and 
forming conditions for economic activity and iife of population of a cprtain 
territory. Infrastructure alone is not able to fulfil functions that are assured 
by particular national-economic branches. Similarly the development of infra
structure can be interpreted only as a component of the development of given 
branch. In harmony with this fact infrastructure cannot be considered a factor 
of development, or that of forming regions and so on, although some authors 
evaluate it in this way wrongly in their studles.

Particular example of wrong consequences in conceiving infrastructure as 
branches are problems that would appear in our conditions in connection with 
delimitating infrastructure of health Services. If one would adopt a branch 
approach, only objects belonging to the branch of health Services could be 
included into the set of infrastructure of health Services. Nevertheless, a part 
of these Services are provided also by establishments of other departmente 
(works policlinics, health centres, nurseries, incorporated organizationally all 
in branches of manufacturing, agriculture, bullding industry and so on). And 
thus not to omit this part of infrastructure it is necessary to adopt the prin
ciple of materiál basis of particular activities.

The second sphere of prohlems is represented by the ways of delimitating 
objects belonging to infrastructure. Differences within this sphere are not so 
much grave as it was in the čase of the definitions, námely especially owing 
to the fact that in a particular study attention is paid only to certain sets of 
objects and it is not so much significant to what extent the sets are declared, 
which as whole are not objects of the study.

In the čase of sociál Infrastructure the delimitation ušed in Soviet literatúre 
[10, 13, 23] may be considered as sufficiently wide and satisfying. In harmony 
with it sociál infrastructure is formed by objects of housing Services (flats 
and their assuring with light, heat, water etc., hotel Services, public greenery 
and so on], by those of communal Services (personál hygiene, repair shops 
etc.), by those of trade and collective feedlng, by those of Services of sociál 
security, those of health Services, school and pre-school Services, cultural Ser
vices [including providing Information), transportation Services and objects of 
security forces, jurldlcal protection and public Service.

It may be stated that the division mentioned is suitable, in generál, for geo
graphical investigations. Some deviations are shown in some authors, for in
stance, in incorporating housing fund into the technical infrastructure [21], 
or on the contrary, in widening sociál structure by objects of Services provided 
within the sphere of labour and sociál life [22] and so on. In literatúre we 
frequently meet with a substantially closer delimitation, where, however, no 
wrong conceiving infrastructure is mostly the matter, but the selection of ob
jects studied. In addition, also a relatively different way of separating sociál 
infrastructure (establishments serving for population only) from technical one 
(establishments serving for both population and manufacturing, as objects of 
transportation, power and water economy and so on) is applled, further im-
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portant kinds of objects (administration, justice, institutions] not being taken 
into consideration [18]. This approach cannot be considered wrong, neverthe
less, for the needs of most investigation, sociál infrastructure is purposeful to 
be conceived in the above mentioned wider extent.

ASPECTS OF GEOGRAPHICAL STUDYING SOCIÁL INFRASTRUCTURE

Geographical studying sociál infrastructure and infrastructure in generál 
must go out from the principle of its definition as materiál objects of certain 
kinds of activities, which are relatively precisely delimited. Studying these 
objects must possess its specific features and cannot be arbitrarily extended 
to another sphere of problems. Owing to that reason opinions that studying 
sociál infrastructure should be almost identical with the sphere of prohlems of 
Services, non-productive sphere and so on are to be qualified as wrong. 
Although some authors declare in the tltles of their works that they study so
ciál infrastructure, in fact they are engaged in problems of respective branches 
or in those of activities of service sphere. It is analogical also with manufactu
ring or technical infrastructure.

It is to be emphasized that in view of the above mentioned narrow delimi
tation of the concept of infrastructure also the extent of its geographical stu
dy is relatively reduced. Only such works may be assigned to the geographical 
research of Infrastructure in an accurate sense of this term that study geo- 
graphically relevant features of materiál objects forming infrastructure, ná
mely their distribution, buildlng character and capacity indices. On the other 
hand, studying problems of workers, users [customers], instrumentation, di
rections and Intensity of using, and so on, exceeds already the framework of 
Infrastructure and in addition, it is inaccurate to be considered for the study of 
it.

Such division of work and precise terminological differentiatlon are impor
tant particularly to prevent Incorrect interpretations and wrong approaches, 
which make difficult particularly the International communicativeness of spe
ciál literatúre. And what is most important; a new, non-existing geographical 
disciplině not to be Introduced without raison ďetre.

With regard to the fact that the actual geographical sphere of problems of 
infrastructure, or also sociál infrastructure, is extraordinarily narrow by to- 
pics, it can be stated that only a smáli number of works devoted solely to thp 
problems of infrastructure is determined by objective conditions. Nevertheless, 
it does not mean that these problems cannot be studied in combination with 
other spheres of problems. On the contrary, geographical studying these prob
lems bears constructive results just in this direction.

On the basis of the existing geographical, economic and also sociological 
literatúre it may be stated that sociál infrastructure is studied most frequently 
in connection with the regional development or its planning [8, 9, 11, 19 and 
others]. Nevertheless, some authors [e. g. 15] do not recognize infrastructure 
as a factor of regional development, which surely is well-founded logically. 
In any čase infrastructure is, however, a significant component of this factor, 
which thus is all the given activity. Establishment of a communication or trade 
shop can serve for an example. Both these objects in themselves are not able
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to improve communication or buying conditions. The building proper of the 
shop is not able to improve supplying population, if there are no goods, 
employees in it, or if it is not open in certain hours. Nevertheless, just this 
building represents the basis where retail-trade activity can be realized. 
And analogically also Communications serve only thanks to existence of tran
sportation means, to organizational assuring the traffic and so on. At the same 
time they are significant in improving location conditions and spatial exchange.

In addition to considering infrastructure substantial component of the re
gional development factor, it is necessary to qualify it as a significant indi- 
cator of that development. For instance, in the work [18] a high degree of 
infrastructure concentration in large towns, or also in urban agglomerations, 
is emphasized. Stating the narrow relation between the distribution of infra
structure with proportions of its elements and the settlqment structure can be 
applied to both sociál and technical infrastructure.

A striking dependence of the development of infrastructure and of settle
ment structure is one of the main and characteristic attributes of infrastruc
ture [16]. To further of them belongs, for instance, the relative stability of 
objects, which along positive consequences has also some negatives [their re
lative, or moral outdateness, limited capacity, necessity of reconstructions and 
so on]. Infrastructure is significant in planning and projecting the develop
ment of settlemente and settlement at all, further its function in residential 
environment and in materiál substance of the settlemente.

If we consider assigning the study of infrastructural functions to investiga
tions of respective activities as substantiated, then the above mentioned spheres 
of problems remain as examples for geographical approach to the problems of 
sociál infrastructure. Nevertheless, it is to emphasize repeatedly that it is only 
a constituent of more widely orientated investigations or approaches, so that 
infrastructure is only a part of both territorial and objectful context in stu
dying the given geographical reality.

— Distribution of infrastructure, territorial differences in the number, in the 
structure by kinds and in the capacity of establishments, differentiatlon by ty- 
pes and size categories of the settlemente; primary attention is paid to the 
sites of establishment concentrations.

— Relationships between establishment distribution and population, degree 
of saturating individual settlements with infrastructural objects, differences 
within the urban area (centre, local centres, perlphery and so on). Determina- 
tion of establishment location models.

— Character of infrastructural composition in individual settlements [parti
cularly in higher-order centrál places), with details aimed at the individual 
kinds of infrastructure.

— Factors exerting influence on the infrastructural development [except for 
relationships to the potential sphere of users), as relationship to normatives 
and standards, urbanization development, central-place functions of the settle
ments and their economic functions, development of the economic basis, struc- 
tural changes in population [sociál and by age], improvement of the territorial 
organization of infrastructure and so on.

— Differences in areal demands of the individual kinds of establishments, 
in ecological influences on the environment and so on.
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— Infrastructure as a constituent of the developmental factor in stagnating 
settlements and in economically relatively little utilized areas.

— Role of infrastructure (sociál) in forming conditions for the growth and 
the structure of consumption of population as well as for the rise of regional 
differences in the level of consumption, in the picture of life and housing.

— Principles of locating infrastructure as a tool of both regional policy and 
restructuralization of spatial arrangement of both economic and sociál activi
ties as well as determination of infrastructural level in harmony with the po
tential of natural and socioeconomic resources of the territory that it is being 
located in.

— Monitoring negative consequences in infrastructure when underdimensio- 
ned as well as retardation in its building up to an economic and sociál sphere 
in particular settlements or regions.

— Conceiving infrastructure as systems from the viewpoint of establishment 
kinds and their hierarchie significance and in harmony with the international 
socialist integration as international systems whose national infrastructural 
Systems are subsystems.

— Accessibility of infrastructure in its wide conceiving, námely not only as 
a transportation one, but also economic-organizational one; functioning con- 
trol and establishment utilization control.

— Dynamics of infrastructural development, tendencies of quantitative indi- 
ces of the changes in infrastructure and prognosing the changes.

— Specific infrastructural items, for instance, mobile establishments and 
their significance in peripheral areas, establishments of priváte sector and so 
on.

—■ Problems of acquiring numeric and subjectful Information about infra
structural objects.

Alongside examples mentioned sociál infrastructure can be studied also in 
other connections aceording to topical requirements for scientific research. At 
the same time object of the study can be extended by technical and manu
facturing infrastructure, which e. g. in connection with agriculture is studied 
in the work [4]. Similarly attention can be paid to generál characteristics of 
infrastructure [3, 5], or to methodological problems of the study as well as to 
speciál problems, for instance, to the relationship to economic systems or mo
dels [1, 17].

In spite of the fact that in harmony with the desirable trend the number of 
works devoted to the problems of sociál infrastructure and infrastructure in 
generál will evidently grow also in our speciál literatúre and these terms will 
be frequent more and more, it is necessary to emphasize that above all the 
study of infrastructure in context with the problems of certain socioeconomic 
activities will be the matter. In this way no self-standing literatúre will appear 
about infrastructure and no self-standing geography of infrastructure or sociál 
infrastructure will be formed.
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Stefan Očovský

GEOGRAFICKÉ ŠTÚDIUlVI SOCIÁLNEJ INFRASTRUKTURY

V súvislosti so zvyšovaním počtu prác venovaných problematike infraštruktúry sa 
ukazuje naliehavým doriešiť zásadné problémy definovania a reálneho vyčlenenia in
fraštruktúry, ktoré sa prejavujú v geografickej, sociologickej 1 ekonomickej literatúre. 
Pretrvávajúca nejednotnosť v ťýchto základných oťäzkach si vyžaduje zaoberať sa pred 
každým výskumom pracovným vymedzením infraštruktúry a objasnením aspektov jej 
štúdia. Pritom vznikajú disproporcie v prístupoch jednotlivých autorov, a to nielen v 
prácach z rôznych vedných oblastí, ale aj v literatúre z jedného odboru a toho istého 
štátu. Tým sa komplikujú možnosti medzinárodného porovnávania výsledkov štúdia 
infraštruktúry, sťažuje sa medzivedná komunikatívnosť a ich prakťické využiťie a na
vyše vzniká priestor pre chybné alebo neúplné interpretácie.

Analýza pojmového vymedzenia infraštruktúry pozostáva z dvoch problémových okru
hov, ktorými sú definície infraštruktúry a vyčlenenie objektov patriacich k Infraštruk- 
túre. Ako správne alebo přijatelné možno hodnotiť len tie definície, v ktorých sa in-
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fraštruktúra považuje za súbor materiálnych elementov (budov, sietí, systémov) ktoré 
majú určitý charakter a funkcie. Najčastejšie sa rozčleňujú na výrobnú alebo technic
kú a sociálnu infraštruktúru. Toto rozčlenenie súvisí s vyčlenením aktivít, ktorých ma- 
teriálnotechnická základňa tvorí infraštruktúru. Za výstižné možno považovať členenie, 
uvedené v práci [23].

Z prijatého pojmového vymedzenia infraštruktúry vyplýva, že nemôže jestvovať geo
grafia infraštruktúry ako samostatná vedná disciplína. Štúdium len samotných objek
tov, bez zohľadnenia ich výkonov, smerov a intenzity využitia a pod., by neprinieslo 
konštruktívne výsledky. Infraštruktúru študuje geografia v rámci jednotlivých problé
mových okruhov, pričom sa samotná infraštruktúra musí interpretovať len ako báza, 
ktorá súvisí s realizáciou určitých aktivít, ktoré sú predmetom vedeckého štúdia. Ne
správne je tiež chápanie infraštruktúry ako národohospodárskych odvetví a v prípade 
sociálnej infraštruktúry jej stotožňovanie so sférou služieb alebo nevýrobnou sférou. 
Zavádzanie termínu infraštruktúra v takomto širokom význame nie je účelné.

infraštruktúru pri dôslednom prístupe nemožno považovať za faktor regionálneho 
rozvoja, ale len za súčasť takéhoto faktora, ktorý predstavuje celá daná aktivita. Infra
štruktúra môže vhodne slúžiť aj ako indikátor rozvoja sídel, regiónov a štátov. V geo
grafických výskumoch sa môže problematika irxfraštruktúry uplatniť v rámci viacerých 
tematických okruhov. Ich príklady sú uvedené v závere predloženého príspevku. Sú
visia predovšetkm so štúdiom sídelného systému a centrálnych miest, rozmiestnenia 
obyvateľstva a iných podmienok rozvoja jednotlivých aktivít a s konkrétnymi otázkami 
jednotlivých druhov infraštruktúry.

UlTCCjiaH O n o B c K H

rEOrPAOMMECKOE MSYMEHME COLíMAJIbHOM 
MHOPACTPyKXyPbl

B CBH3H c POCTOM UMCJTCnHOCTM TpyflOB, nOCBaUtCHHblX npOÔneMaXMKe MH(J)paCTpyKTypW, 

cxaiioEMTca nacyutHMM pemnxb ocHOBHwe npoôjieivibi onpeflejienMH m peajibnoro Bu/ie- 

jiCHUH MHC{)pacxpyKxypbi, nosB-xaioutMeca b reorpacJjnnecKoň, coitnojiorMuecKoň n oko- 

HOMiiMCCKoň jiMxepaxype. Miweiomaa Mecxo necomacoBanHOcxb b oxmx ochobhmx Bonpo- 

cax xpeôyex Ka>KAbiH pas nepefl nanaJiOM nccjreflOBannM aanmviaxbca paôouM.M onpefle- 

jiCHMe.M MHCjjpacxpyKxypbi n noacneHiieM acncKXOB ee Msynenna. npM 3xom BOsnnKaiox 

flHcnponopunn b noAxoflax ox^ejibHbix aBxopoB, paSoxaiomMX b paanwx nayuHbix 

oxpacjiax, ho sxm flMcnponopitMM Ha6jno,i(aioxca xaKxce b Jinxepaxype b npe/iejiax oahoh 

oxpacjiM M ;ta>Ke b npe.i(ejiax o^hom h xom jkc cxpanbi. 3xmívi caMHM ocjioJKnaioxca 

bo3mo>khoc™ MejK/tynapoÄHoro cpaBnenna peayjibxaxoB Msynenna MHcJtpacxpyKxypw, 

saxpyflHHexca Me>K,ztMCitHnjiMHapHaa KOMMyHWKaxMBHOcxb n mx npaKXMuecKoe npMivieHe- 

HMe M, KpoMe oxoro, BoanMKaex BOSMOÄHOCXb flaa omMÔouHoii mjim nenonHoň MHxep- 

npexauMM.

AnajíMS noHHXMMHOro onpefleaeHHa WHcjjpacxpyKxypbi cocxomx m3 flsyx npoSJicM: m3 

,aetf)MHMpMM MHCjjpaCXpyKxypw M M3 BblfleJICHMa OÔbCKXOB OXHOCamMXCa K HCM. B Ka- 

uecxBC npaBMJibHbix mjim oôcxoaxeJibHbix mojkho cuMxaxb xaicMC flecjjMHMqMM, b Koxopwx 

MHcjjpacxpyKxypa onpeflCJiaexca xan coBOKynnocxb MaxepMaJibHbix sjieMCHXOB (3flaHMH, 

cexeň, CMCxeM), MMeiomMx onpefleJieHHbíň xapaKxep m cJjynKpMM. Ohm naipe scero 

noApasflejiaioxca na npoMSBOAcxBenHyio mjim xexHMuecKyHD m na copMajibHyKj MHcjjpa- 

cxpyKxypy. 3xo no/tpasflejiCHMe CBasano c BsifleJieHMCM AeaxeJibHocxeň, MaxepMaJibHO- 

-xexHMuecKMM 6a3MC Koxopbix oôpaayex MHiJjpacxpyKxypy. B Kanecxse flocxaxouHO sep- 

Horo MOJKHO CHMxaxb noflpasflejieHMe, npHBe,cieHHoe b mcxouhmkc [23].

B peayjibxaxe npMHaxoro noHaxMMHOro onpefleJieHMa BwxcKaex, nxo ne mojkcx cyme-
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CTBOBaTb reorpa4)Ma HH4)pacTpyKTypi.i KaK caiviocToaTejibHaa HayHHaa nucuunmHa. May- 
^CHMC JIMIOb CaMblX 06l>eKT0B, 063 y^MIblBaHHB MX MOIIíHOCTeM, HanpaBJíeHMÍÍ, MHTCH- 
CMBHOCTM McnoJib30BaHMfl M T. H., He npMHCcao 6bi KOHCTpyKTMBHbix peayjibTaxoB. reo- 
rpa(J)Ma May^aer MH(})pacTpyKTypy b paMKax OT;^eJIbHbIx npočaeMHwx ccjjep, npMHeM 

caiwa MH(|)pacTpyKTypa floaacHa MHxepnpeTMpoBaTbca aMUib kbk 6a3MC, npHypoMeHHbiri 
K peaaM3ai(MM onpefleaeHHwx fleaTeabHOCTeii, aBaaromMxca npe^iMCTOM HaynHoro May- 
MCHMa. HenpaBMBbHbíM TaKMce aBaaexca noHMMaHMe MHcppacxpyKxypw b KanecxBe Ha- 

poflHOxoaaiicxBeHHbix oxpacaeň m, b cjiynae copMaabHoň MHcJjpacxpyKxypH, ee oxoä- 
flecxBaeHMe co ccjDepofi oócayxcMBaHMa mbm >Ke HenpoMaBOflCXBCHHOM c^iepoň. BHeflpcHMe 
xepMMHa MH(J)pacxpyKxypa b xaKOM uimpokom noHMMaHMM ne aBaaexca peaecoočpaaHbíM.

npM nocaeflOBaxeabHOM no^xofle MHcJjpacxpyKxypy Heabaa paccMaxpMBaxb b KaqecxBe 

cjjaKxopa pexMOHaabHoro paaBMxwa, a aMuib b KaMCCXBC cocxaBHOň xaKOro c})aKxopa, 
KoxopuM npeflcxaBaaex Bca ;íaHHaa fleaxeabHOcxb. HanpoxMB axoro, MHcJipacxpyKxypy 

MOHCHO M yiviecxHO CMMxaxb MHflMKaxopoM paaBMXMa HaceacHHbix nyHKXOB, perMOHOB, 
rocyflapcxB. B reorpaiJiMMecKMX MCcaeflOBaHMax npoÓaeMaxMKy MHíJipacxpyKxypbi moäho 
npMMenaxb b paMKax necKoabKMX xeMaxnqecKMX c(i)ep. npMMepbi xaKoro McnoabaoBaHMa 

^pMBe;^eHbI b aaxaiOMeHMM flannoM cxaxbM. Ohm CBaaaHbí, npexcfle Bcero, c MByneHMCM 
CMCxeMbi HaceaeHHbix nynKXOB h penxpaabHbix mccx, pacnpefleacHMa HaceacHMa m apy- 
XMX ycnoBMií paasMXHa ox^eabHbix fleaxeabHocxeň m c kohkpcxhmmm BonpocaMH ox^eab- 
Hbix BMflOB MHcjjpacxpyKxypw.
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